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What's New
New version released, version 4.3.5
Campground Master User's Forum

We want you to try out the new user's forum, so that's about all we have in this newsletter.  If you have
questions, try the forum!

What's New

Version 4.3.5 released

A new release is available, version 4.3.5 (a few more patches were made after 4.3.3).  No more problems
have been found in the past month, so we consider this the stable release and is safe to use.

If you're using a version between 4.3 and 4.3.4 (check Help / About Campground Master for the version
number), we recommend upgrading to this version.  To download this version, visit the Downloads page on
our web site.

Campground Master User's Forum

It's finally here!  We've always wanted there to be a "user's group" for Campground Master, so now here it is
in the form of an online bulletin board.  We're really excited about this and all the ways it can be useful, and
we hope you will find it exciting too.

Here are just some of the features on the forum:
· Find help and ask for help, from us and other users
· Chat with other users about the program, your business, or anything you want
· Participate in one-click polls and post your opinions (fun and educational)
· Help us shape the future releases of the program
· Contact other users privately
· Find workers who know how to use Campground Master
· Find a job where your Campground Master skills are needed
· Get help with training, system setup, computer issues, and more
· Buy or sell your business, or unload equipment you don't need

And by the way, this is all totally free!

Right now there are just a few posts in it, from us, so we need your help to give it some pizzazz.  We know
you're all busy, so please at least stop by for a few minutes and say Hi, or at least vote in a few polls (just
takes a few clicks).

Of course the forums are not just for fun -- they're intended to help our users communicate with us and with
each other, so they can use the software to its fullest and also help their business by sharing information.
We particularly hope the help wanted and jobs wanted forums are useful for campgrounds needing workers
and for workers needing jobs at campgrounds.  The Workamper magazine is great, but it's hard to sift
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through the ads to find just the ones mentioning Campground Master.  Here they will all be in one place.  We
also hope it will be a useful resource for finding help with computer support, training, and setup.

So go check it out today!  At least browse a bit, maybe register and vote in some polls. Perhaps you'll find
just what you've been looking for.

http://campgroundmaster.com/forum/

Note: It's not linked from our main site yet (we want it to get started a bit more before making it public), so
keep this newsletter handy or add the forum to your bookmarks.
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